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ABSTRACT. The generic fibre of a fibre system of polarized abelian varieties

with level structure, and with endomorphism structure coming from a CM-

field, is defined over the function field of the moduli space for the abelian

varieties. We prove that the points on this generic abelian variety which are

defined over the function field of the moduli space form a finite group. The

methods of proof generalize those of Mordell- Weil groups o¡ generic abelian va-

rieties, Invent. Math. 81 (1985), 71-106, to which this paper is a sequel.

Introduction. In this paper we will consider fibre systems of polarized abelian

varieties over C characterized by having a fixed CM-field embedded in their endo-

morphism algebras. If V is the moduli space for such abelian varieties (with level

structure), and W is the fibre variety constructed in [4], then the fibre over the

generic point of V is an abelian variety defined over the function field of V. We

consider the points of this abelian variety which are defined over C(V). Our result

is

THEOREM. If dimV > 0, then the Mordell-Weil group of the generic fibre is

finite.

Here, V is isomorphic to a product of domains of the form {rxs complex matrices

Z\l - ZlZ > 0} modulo the action of a discrete subgroup of a unitary group. The

setting for which the theorem holds is described more precisely in §1.

The analogous theorem was proved for V a noncompact quotient of the complex

upper half plane by Shioda (Theorem 5.1 of [5]). When F is a quotient of a

Hilbert-Siegel space HTS and V is the moduli space for abelian varieties whose

endomorphism algebras contain a fixed totally real field, CM-field, totally indefinite

quaterion algebra over a totally real field, or quaternion algebra over a CM-field,

the analogous theorem was proved in [6] (see also [7]). The present paper makes

use of new methods to remove the restriction on the base variety V in the CM-field

case.

I owe many thanks to Goro Shimura for suggesting the problem and giving

guidance and advice, and to Robert Indik for the proof of Theorem 6.

NOTATION. We will write diag(j4i,..., As) for the matrix with blocks Ai,...,As

on the diagonal, I(r) for the identity matrix in GLr(Z), and '7 for the transpose

of the matrix 7.
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1. Background. In this section we recall the set-up of [2 and 4]. Let Ä

be a totally imaginary quadratic extension of a totally real number field F, let

p be complex conjugation, and let g = [F : Q]. We may view Ä as embedded

in C9 = Ä ®q R, and for k = 1,..., g we let t& be the projection of Ä <g> R

onto the fcth factor. Fix an integer m > 1 and a matrix T G GLm(K) with

tTp = -T. Suppose i(TTk) has signature (r^, Sk) for k == 1,...,g. By renumbering

the 7-fc's, and replacing Tk by prk if necessary, we may assume rfc > Sk for all k, and

ri = minfcrfc. We must assume T is indefinite, i.e., ri ^ m (otherwise the base

variety V is a single point and our theorem clearly fails). For x = (xi,..., xg) G C9,

let $(z) = d\ag(xil(ri),xil(si),... ,XgI(rg),XgI(sg)) G Mn(C), where n = gm.

Fix a lattice JÍ C Äm of rank 2n and so that trK/Q(^rTt^,p) C 1.

We can find W G GLm(K) so that WT^W" is diagonal. Therefore by adjusting

the lattice J!', we may assume T is diagonal and of the form

T = a ■ diag(ai,... ,am) with a G Kx, ap = —a, and a\,... ,am G Fx.

Let Jk — diag(/(r/fc), -/(s*)), for fc = 1,..., g. There exist matrices Wk G GLm(R)

so that iWkTTktWk = Jk for A; = 1,..., g. Further, we can choose Wk in the form

Pk ■ Dk where Dk is diagonal and Pk is a permutation matrix defining a permutation

of order two, Ttk, on the set {1,..., m}. Also we may rearrange ai,...,am so that

Wi is diagonal—then 7Ti = 1.

Let H = H(T) = ®»=1 H(rk, sk) where

H(r, s) = {r x s matrices Z]I(r) - ZXZ is positive hermitian}.

For Z= (Zi,...,Zg) eH, let

v   - f I(rk)        Zk    \       w   _fuiik     ■■■      Um¡k\
Afc-v'Zfc     I(sk)J     Wh~{vi,k    ■■■    vm,k)

with Uj,k G CTk,Vj<k G CSk for A: = 1,..., g and let

, m.Ri(Z,T) = t(tul,i,tvlii,...,tul,g,tvl,g)   for/ = l,

Forx=(a;i,...,xm)e(Ä®Rriet

m

VT{x,Z) = J2^xàRt(^T)-
1=1

Also fix elements vi,... ,vs G Km, let (f — {a G K\aJ? C Jf}, and let yf =

•^ + £;=i^V Let G = {7 G GLm(K®R)|*T'n m T}, let GK = GnGLm(K),
and let r = GK D {7 € Mm(Ä)|A/7 = ^f, A(l - 7) C Jt}. As in [6] we may
assume the Vj's have been chosen so that T C SLm(K) and T has no nonidentity

elements of finite order. Let G(r, s) be the unitary group {7 G GLm(C)|t7J7 = J},

where J = diag(/(r), -I(s)). Then G(r, s) acts on H(r, s): for Z € H(r, s), and

= C4)6C(r,<)

with a G Mr(C) and d G MS(C), we have 7(Z) = (oZ + 6)(cZ + d)"1. The map

7 — (tWrfSr,*Wri, • • ■, tM/s_1'7r,'tW9) is an isomorphism from G to ©£=1 G(rfc, sfc),

and defines an action of G on H.
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For Z G H, let Az = Gn/r)T(J£,Z), let Cz be the polarization of Az de-

fined by T (see (11) of [2]), let 0Z = $, and let tá(Z) = nT(vj,Z). Write

Qz — (Az,Cz,Oz,ti(Z),... ,ts(Z)). Then Qz is a polarized abelian variety of

type (K,$,p,T,J?,vi,...,vs) (see Definition 1.2 of [6]). By 3.6 of [4] there is a

map 4>: H —► PM inducing an embedding of H/r into a projective space PM so

that V = </>(H) is a nonsingular variety. Further, by 3.8 of [4], there is a fibre

system (V, W,... ) of abelian varieties so that for Z G H and u — (¡)(Z), the fibre

Qu = (Au,...) is isomorphic to Qz- The variety W is analytically isomorphic to

(H x Cn)/(r x „#), where the group law and action are defined as in 3.14 of [4] or

1.4 of [6]. The fibre over a generic point of V is an abelian variety defined over the

function field C(V) of V.

PROPOSITION 1. Tfte group of points over C(V) of the generic fibre is isomor-

phic to the group of holomorphic sections from V to W.

PROOF. Corollary 2.2 of [6].    D

THEOREM I. In the situation described above, the Mordell-Weil group over

C(V) of the generic fibre is finite.

When m = 2, the theorem was proved for dim V > 1 in case IIC of the Main

Theorem of [6] (see §5 of [6]), for dim V = 1 and V compact in Case Ic of the Main

Theorem of [6] (see §4.3 of [6]), and for dimV = 1 and V not compact in Shioda's

Theorem 5.1 of [5]. In what follows, we will assume m > 3.

2. Reduction to lower dimensions. Our method of proof is to pull back the

fibre system to fibre systems of the same type, but with m = 2. We can then use

the results for m = 2 to give a dense set of points in V whose images under sections

are points of finite order, and whose fibres have CM by Km. In §3 we show this

suffices to prove Theorem I.

The method of proof here differs from §6 of [6] in one significant way: in §6.4 of

[6], we pulled back the fibre system to only one fibre system over a lower dimensional

base. That technique no longer suffices—it is now sometimes necessary to choose

as many as ri • si different pullbacks, as can be seen by examining the case iT =

diag(l,l,-l),A = Q(¿).
Write 0 for the element of H with zero in every entry.

THEOREM 2. Suppose ft: H —» Cn is a holomorphic map which induces a

section from V to W. Then for every ß G Gk, h(ß(0)) gives a point of finite order

in Aß(0), and for some Op and®', (Aß(c,),Cß(cy),Op) is of type (Äm,$').

PROOF. Fix positive integers: i < n',j < si. Let Xi, = a ■ diag(a¿,ari+J). For

1 < k < g let (r'k, s'k) be the signature oiiTff. Let Mk = Kk(i), Nk = irk(7i+j), and

write Fk(a, b) for the Tk x Sk matrix with one in position (a, b) and zeros elsewhere.

Define a map e (= %) from H(T¿j) = ©St=1 H(r'k's'k) to H bv e(zi,...,zg) =

(Zi,...,Zg)with

' zk ■ Fk(Mk, Nk - rk)    if Mk < rk and Afc > rk,

Zk= I  zk- Fk(Nk, Mk - rk)    if Mk > rk and Nk < rk,

0 otherwise.v

Note. Since (ri,*i) = (1,1), we have dimHii;,-) > 0.
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For I — 1,... ,m define projection maps

Pl(Xi, . . . , Xmg) — (Xl, Xff2(j)+m, . . . , XW9(¡) + (9_i)m),

and let pij = pt ®pri+j. Observe that Píj{vt(&k>£(z))) = nTi.((fK,z). Also,

let T¡ = aai and observe that pi(r¡T((^K,£(z))) = r\Ti(<^K,^), for I = l,.--,m

(here, 0 € H(T¡)). Write (A'z,C'z,0'z) = P'z for the abelian variety determined by

Z,T,@% (as in Theorem 1 of [2]). Then for z G H(T¿J),

m

A'E(z)=CnlnT(^,£(z)) = C29/nTt](^,z)®    0    C»M(^,0).
1=1

l^i^i+j

FbißG GK- By 2.8 of [2] (see also §6.3 of [6]), (A0{Z),C0{z),O0(z)) is isogenous

to P'z for Z G H. For z G H(T¿j), write Xz for the isogeny from A0O£^Z) to A'£,.,

and Aj, for the associated map from Cn to Cn. As in §6 of [6], the map

hij(z) = pij o Az o h o ß o £(z)

from H(Tij) to C2s is holomorphic. We can construct a fibre system of polar-

ized abelian varieties of type (Ä, $y, p, Tij,(fK, representatives for (1/M)&¡£ /&¡£)

with base H(Ti,)/A for A the principal congruence subgroup of level M in {6 G

SLi(cfK)\t6pTijS = Tij}, for a suitable level M so that A embeds in ß^Tß in

a natural way. Here, Ó>íj is defined by {(r'k,s'k)}9k=1. By Theorem 5.1 of [5] and

Cases Ic and IIC of the Main Theorem of [6], hij is a section of finite order for this

new fibre system. Thus, for every z G H(7¿j), ß G Gk, 1 < t < ri, 1 < j < §i,

hij(z) is a point of finite order in C^/nr^^^z).

Now let z = 0 in H(T¿J) (and then £(z) = 0 in H). Let Et = C9/nT,(&K,0) for

1 < / < m. Ei has CM by (A,$¡), where for x G Ä®R, $((x) = diag(xél,..., xá»)

with
( Tk        if Kk(l) < rl,

Sk=\pTk     iÎTTk(l)>rl.

Then A'0 = 0™ 1 Et, and {$i}^x defines a map $' : Km — M„(C) and an embed-

ding 0O: Äm —► End(^ó) (g) Q. For ß G Gk, the map Ao defines an isogeny from

(^(o),G^o^Aq1 0oA0) to (AQ,C'o,0~o). For every i and j, ftf,(0) gives a point of

finite order in Ei x ETx+j. Thus Aoft(/3(0)) has finite order in A'0. Consequently,

for every ß G Gk, h(ß(0)) has finite order in Aß(0y

3. Conclusion of proof of Theorem I. By Theorem 5.3 of [4], the fibre

system (V,W,...) is defined over a number field fcn so that for every u G V, ku(u)

is the field of moduli of the fibre Qu. For ß G GK, let ß = (f>(ß(0)) G V. Then
A0 = Aß(0).

PROPOSITION 3. Suppose L is a subfield ofC which is finitely generated over Q

and contains kçi. There is a constant B¡, so that for every ß G Gk, \Ag(L(ß))tOTa\ <

BL.

PROOF. This follows immediately from Theorem 2 above, and Theorem A of

§7.1 of [6] (see also Theorem 2 of [7]).    D
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PROPOSITION 4.   All sections are torsion.

PROOF (SEE §7.8 OF [6]). Fix a section and choose L to be a field over which

the section is defined. The result follows from Proposition 3 and the fact that

{ß\ß G Gk} is dense in V.    D

Theorem I now follows, either by a Mordell-Weil theorem for abelian varieties

over function fields, or by bounding the number of holomorphic sections of finite

order. Such a bound is given by Corollary 2.7 of [6], which depends on the following

lemma (Lemma 2.4 of [6] when the base variety was a quotient of a Hilbert-Siegel

space).

LEMMA 5.   There is an element 7 G T so that det(l - 7) ^ 0.

We first take a more general setting. Suppose now that Ä is any number field.

Write Äa for the finite adèles of Ä, and write (fv for the ring of integers of the

completion Kv. Suppose H C GLm(C) is a linear algebraic group defined over

Ä. We have the usual topological groups Hk,H\ (= Hka),Hv (= HKv),H(<fv)

(= Hg/v). For us, H will be Gk fl SLm(K), which satisfies the following two

properties:

Strong approximation. Hk is dense in Ha-

Local property. For infinitely many primes w of Ä, there is an element 7«, G

H(cfw) so that det(l - 7«,) # 0.

Let U = Ylv Mm(&v), the product over the finite primes of Ä.

THEOREM 6. Suppose H as above is a group with the strong approximation and

local properties. Suppose A G Z+ and TN = HK D (1 + NU). Then there is an

element 7 G Y m with det(l - 7) ^ 0.

PROOF. HAn(l+NU) = Uv^n H(^)-UviN(Hv^(l+NMn((fv))). By the local
property, we can find a prime w with w \ N, and 7«, G H((fw) with det(l — 7«,) ^ 0.

Let Uw = {6 G H(<?w)\det(l-6) ¿ 0} and let V = Uw-T\v¿w(Hvn(l+NMm(<?v))),

a nonempty open subset of H\. By strong approximation, there is an element

7 G V n HK C Tn. By the choice of V, det(l - 7) ¿ 0.    D

PROOF OF LEMMA 5. Let H = GK n SLm(K). Choose positive integers c, d,

and R so that dfj? c cv# C <?% and R/V C .#. Then TRd C T, so it suffices to

prove the lemma for Tp¿. H has strong approximation by [3 or 1], so by Theorem 6

it suffices to show H has the local property. If m is even, choose any w with w { 2A,

and let 7™ = —1. If m is odd, choose a G K so that a2 £ F. Let ß = a/ap, and

choose w so that ß is a unit in &w. Let 7^ = diag(/?, ß, ß~2, —1,..., -1).    D
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